
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 
 
Regulations Implementing FAST Act )  
Section 61003 – Critical Electric   ) Docket No. RM16-15-000 
Infrastructure Security and Amending  ) 
Critical Energy Infrastructure Information ) 
  
    

COMMENTS OF ISO NEW ENGLAND INC.  
AND SOUTHWEST POWER POOL, INC.  

 
ISO New England Inc. (“ISO-NE”) and Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”) (“Joint 

RTOs”) hereby submit their comments on the above-referenced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 

issued by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“Commission”) on June 16, 2016 (the 

“NOPR”). As stated in more detail below, Joint RTOs request that the Commission adopt rules 

to facilitate voluntary sharing of critical electric infrastructure information (“CEII”) between 

regional entities and others, as required by Section 215A(d)(2)(D) of the Federal Power Act (as it 

has been amended by the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (“FAST”) Act). 

 
I. BACKGROUND 
 

Section 215A(d)(2)(D) of the Federal Power Act (as it has been amended by the FAST 

Act) states: 

(d) PROTECTION AND SHARING OF CRITICAL ELECTRIC 
INFRASTRUCTURE INFORMATION.— 

(2) DESIGNATION AND SHARING OF CRITICAL ELECTRIC 
INFRASTRUCTURE INFORMATION.—Not later than one year after the date 
of enactment of this section, the Commission, after consultation with the 
Secretary, shall promulgate such regulations as necessary to— …. 

(D) taking into account standards of the Electric Reliability 
Organization, facilitate voluntary sharing of critical electric infrastructure 
information with, between, and by—  
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(i) Federal, State, political subdivision, and tribal 
authorities; 

(ii) the Electric Reliability Organization; 
(iii) regional entities; 
(iv) information sharing and analysis centers established 

pursuant to Presidential Decision Directive 63; 
(v) owners, operators, and users of critical electric 

infrastructure in the United States; and 
(vi) other entities determined appropriate by the 

Commission. 
 
(emphasis added).  
 

In the NOPR, the Commission limits its rulemaking related to the above-referenced 

section to sharing of information by the Commission.1  As discussed in more detail below, the 

Joint RTOs believe this is a missed opportunity to facilitate information-sharing by entities that 

require extensive and timely information to achieve goals related to interregional planning and 

operations.  Such sharing is efficient in furthering power system coordination, and thus in 

supporting FERC’s initiatives such as Order No. 1000.  

II. COMMENTS 

ISO-NE and SPP request that the Commission facilitate information-sharing by 

independent system operators (“ISOs”) and regional transmission organizations (“RTOs”), as 

well as any other entity that has CEII information protection protocols as part of their Tariff or 

other similar binding, Commission-approved document, or effective similar document for 

Canadian entities.2  Generally speaking, these entities currently use processes to share Critical 

CEII that, while never required by the Commission,3 are based on those adopted by the 

                                                 
1 NOPR at ¶ 37 et seq. 
2 For example, ISO-NE routinely must coordinate the New Brunswick area regarding system issues.   
3 There is no statute prohibiting the sharing of CEII between utilities or requiring it to be done in a certain manner.  
The complication has been created by the development of various information handling requirements across tariffs.  
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Commission as a best practice to protect non-confidential, but none-the-less sensitive power 

system information.4  Accordingly, in order to share CEII information between entities, for 

example, system planning data regarding contingency impacts, each individual employee of the 

ISO or RTO must execute an agreement to receive discrete pieces of information to specified 

personnel. 

More specifically, ISOs and RTOs and others must share information for transmission 

planning and operations purposes to ensure that coordinated transmission system planning and 

system operations occur to maintain system reliability.  The need to freely share information has 

been growing in recent years, with interconnection-wide planning activities in the East, and the 

Commission’s directives in Order No. 1000 to ensure that geographically adjacent planning areas 

coordinate regarding interregional transmission planning.  

Given the existing information requirements, the execution of individual non-disclosure 

agreements is unwieldy, inefficient, and can delay necessary information-sharing.   

                                                                                                                                                             
The request made in this filing would allow for a permissive floor that certain types of entities may share CEII 
information between each other without the use of NDAs.  The Commission’s direction to allow for CEII 
information sharing would be more efficient than one-by-one voluntary 205 filings to change tariffs which utilities 
may or may not choose to make.   
 
4 See, e.g., ISO-NE Tariff, Attachment D, § 3.0(j): “Critical Energy Infrastructure Information (“CEII”) 
This information includes: 
 
 Information designated by a Governance Participant or the ISO as CEII, which is defined by the Commission as 
“specific engineering, vulnerability, or detailed design information about proposed or existing critical infrastructure 
that: (1) relates details about the production, generation, transportation, transmission, or distribution of energy; (2) 
could be useful to a person in planning an attack on critical infrastructure; (3) is exempt from mandatory disclosure 
under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. 552; and (4) does not simply give the general location of the critical 
infrastructure.” 
 
 Reports, summaries, compilations, analyses, notes or other information which contain such information. 
 
Access to CEII shall be granted by the ISO in accordance with the CEII disclosure processes posted on its website 
and, in the event that the CEII also falls within a category of information (including Confidential Information) 
described herein, in accordance with this Information Policy. Governance Participants shall treat CEII as if it were 
Confidential Information, notwithstanding any other provision of this Information Policy, and additionally shall 
maintain CEII in a secure place.” 
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The Joint RTOs request that the Commission facilitate information-sharing by allowing 

each ISO and RTO, or other entities with FERC-approved tariffs, or other similar agreements 

where non-jurisdictional, to freely share CEII information between the entities relying on their 

tariff information-handling commitments.  In other words, the Commission should facilitate 

sharing by the above described entities of CEII as a blanket rule without all of the NDA and 

tracking processes that might make sense for non-utility requestors of CEII-type information.  

The Commission could do so by requiring all RTOs, ISOs and other planning entities with tariffs 

to file new or revised tariff provisions in which they commit to share CEII and maintain the 

confidentiality of shared CEII.  This is a reasonable request, as the tariff commitments to 

carefully handle CEII would be binding contract terms subject to enforcement.  Moreover, ISOs 

and RTOs have existing and mature processes for protecting sensitive information, given long-

standing requirements to protect the confidential information of market participants.   
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III. CONCLUSION 

 
In sum, the Joint RTOs asks the Commission to ease the burden of sharing CEII among 

Commission-regulated entities for purposes of ensuring interregional reliability and effective 

long-term planning. 

      Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Matt Morais            
Paul Suskie 
Sr. VP Regulatory Policy  
& General Counsel 
Matt Morais 
Associate General Counsel, Markets and 
Regulatory Policy 
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
201 Worthen Drive 
Little Rock, Arkansas 72223-4936 
mmorais@spp.org  
Tel: (501) 515-8698 

 

/s/ Theodore J. Paradise 
Maria A. Gulluni 
Deputy General Counsel 
Theodore J. Paradise 
Assistant General Counsel – Operations & 
Planning 
ISO New England Inc.  
1 Sullivan Rd.  
Holyoke, MA 01089 
tparadise@iso-ne.com 
Tel: 413-540-4585 

  
Dated: August 19, 2016
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 
 I hereby certify that I have this day served the foregoing document upon each person 

designated on the official service list compiled by the Commission Secretary in these 

proceedings. 

 Dated at Holyoke, Massachusetts this 4th day of April, 2016. 

 
/s/ Linda M. Morrison 
Linda M. Morrison 
Docket Administrator 
ISO New England Inc. 
One Sullivan Road 
Holyoke, MA  01040 
(413) 540-4218 
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